GENDER AND IDENTITY
A BIBLICAL VIEW OF PERSONHOOD (SESSION II)

TELEOLOGY
• Teleology and Genesis 1-2
• Last session: “existence precedes essence”
• The Biblical view presupposes that God’s design for

his creation is “baked in”

• Our purpose, then, is to live in a way consistent

with his design/purpose/teleological structure

• God’s law as flourishing and fertility
• Obedience and fecundity, fertility, and

flourishing

• Deuteronomy 28: fruit of your womb, crops of

your land, livestock, basket and kneading
trough, barns, etc.

• Psalm 1: tree planted by streams of water

C R E AT I O N , M A R R I A G E , F E R T I L I T Y, D O M I N I O N

• Genesis 1: The covenant of fertility and

dominion
• 1:28: “God blessed them and said to

them, ‘Be fruitful and increase in
number; fill the earth and subdue it.
Rule over the fish of the sea and the
birds of the air and over every living
creature that moves on the ground.’”
• Part I: Fertility
• Part II: Dominion
• Genesis 2: The “zoomed” in account
• Genesis 2: The creation of Eve

T H E C R E AT I O N O F E V E :
TELEOLOGY AND DESIGN
• Genesis 1 introduces the concept of “fitness”
• Things are created as “fitted” to their environments
• In Genesis 2 we have an interesting way that “fitness” is

addressed

• Adam is created, Eve is not yet created
• Adam names the animals
• Adam discovers that there is no helper or companion

suitable for him

• What does the text say about this situation?
• Adam is created without Eve and he names the animals,

but no “suitable helper” is found

• He has already been given work: to cultivate and care for

the garden—and we know, for certain, that he is
commanded what he must and must not do before the
creation of Eve

“NOT GOOD”
• Dangerous potential misinterpretation
• Gen. 2:18: “It is not good for man to be alone. I will make a

helper suitable for him.”

• This comes before Adam names the animals and we are told

that “no suitable helper was found.” (2:20)

• Question?
• “Suitable helper” for what?
• a) To deal with his loneliness?
• b) To help him to complete the covenant of fertility and

dominion?

• The correct answer is ‘b’ with the obvious implication that

this companion will also fulfill his need for companionship
• But that is not the primary issue that the text is addressing

EZER KENEGDO
• “Help meet” עזר כנגדו
• Most literal translation: “a helper that is his

opposite/comparative”

• What’s implied in the difficult word

“kenegdo” is complementary difference
• A left hand glove needs an opposite

complement

• Here, though, there is a deeper need
• Teleology: a biologically opposite

complement (complementary difference)

• Consider the circumstances: he needs a

“suitable helper” and none is found amongst
the animals

G O D “ FA S H I O N S ”
• God fashions a “suitable helper”
• This act of “fashioning” must be considered carefully
• (a) Eve comes “out of Adam”
• Therefore she is “bone of his bones”
• And like him (in the way that the animals are

not)

• (b) Eve is different than Adam
• She was taken “out of him” (and thus is called

“woman”)

• She is a complementary difference, whereas

the animas are not complementary differences

• This “complementary difference” is necessary

MARRIAGE
• The covenant of marriage is ontologically and teleologically tied to this

“complementary difference”

• The grammar is very important
• Gen. 2:23-24
• “For this reason…” or “Therefore”
• Then the man said,

“This at last is bone of my bones
and flesh of my flesh;
she shall be called Woman,
because she was taken out of Man.”
Therefore a man shall leave his father and his mother and hold fast to his wife,
and they shall become one flesh.

ONE FLESH UNION

• What is the “one flesh union” for?
• It is immediately created to help Adam fulfill the

covenant of fertility and dominion
• So marriage is indissolubly connected to fertility

and dominion
• And God fashions an opposite gendered

complement (a “helpmeet”) to meet this need
• Human sexuality, marriage, fertility, and

dominion taking are here all bound together

S A M E S E X AT T R A C T I O N A N D U N I O N

• The other view
• God isn’t attempting to deal with fertility (having

children)
• Rather, Genesis 2 is about “companionship”
• And the emphasis is upon a suitable companion

that is a fellow image-bearer
• In other words, Genesis 2 isn’t establishing a

biologically normative picture of marriage
• Nor need it be gender binary
• Gen. 2, on this view, is dealing with “loneliness”

and “companionship”

THE SEXUAL ETHIC OF THE BIBLE

• Gen. 1-2; Romans 1
•

